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* * All Classes are recorded and are 2-3 hrs in length 

* Each week there will be a lab with your chosen TA (teacher's assistant; graduates of last years program); 
You will also be encouraged to buddy up with someone new each week to practice the material on each 

other.

* Feb. 15th we begin with a Meet & Greet on the Eclipse!!!

Part 1: On Kairos  
 

Part 1: "Our Beginner's Mind"  
1. Archetypal Multivalence  

2. The Planets & their voices  
3. The Signs & their seals  

4. The Houses & their angles  
 

Part 2: “The Personality Matrix"  
5. Sun “Becoming a Star”  

6. Moon “Wyrd Reflections” 
7. Mercury “Our storied tongue”  
8. Venus “The 5 Faces of Love”  
9. Mars “The Hero's Journey” 

Part 3: “Cultural Voices”  
10. Jupiter “Inspired Flight”  

11. Saturn: “Lord of the Golden Age”

12. Tying it all together  
 

Midterm
(Week of May 14th-the week of the Summer Solstice)

...a retreat will be held at Joyful Journeys in Colorado that 
week. It is not required, but highly encouraged to be present 

and give your midterm reading...



 

Part 2: On Kosmos 

Part 5: “Transpersonal Terrain”

13. Uranus “Beyond the Matrix”  
14. Neptune “Waking Life”  

15. Pluto “Through Buddha's Eyes” 
16.  Chiron & the Others “Voices from other Lands”

Part 6: "Tools & Technique"

 
17. Transits “Kosmic triggers”  

18. Progressions "Studies on the Inner Landscape"  
19. Learning from the Past “Becoming an Existential Detective”  

20. Vimshottari Dasa cycle “Fate vs. Free Will”

Part 7: “The Philosophers Stone”
21. Synastry & Composite “Love & Devotion”

22. Returns “Solar & Lunar"
23. Astrocartography “Mapping the Psyche”
24. Kosmognosis "Bringing it All together"

Final:
...to give a Reading with no preparation. The Final Class will be 

announced once everyone has done their Readings and we will meet 
in Parlor fashion to talk about them all....

* If all goes as planned, we will be finishing up around the Fall 
Equinox. That's also when the Certificates will be handed out. There 
will be an optional Retreat on Maui come Jan. of 2019 for all of you 

called to ride whales and climb volcanoes with us.




